Bristol Technologies Sdn Bhd (505938-P)
Lot 5178, Balakong Jaya Light Industri, 43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
Tel : +603 8962 3233
Fax : +603 8962 6322
Website : http://www.bristol.com.my
Bristol Office Furniture produces office chairs and other office furniture such as executive desk, meeting
tables, storages and systems furniture since its founding in 1983 in Malaysia's furniture industry. The
company has carved a solid reputation as an innovative, quality conscious producer with projects and
exporting capabilities. It has made its mark by delivering highly sought-after quality products of office
seating and furniture system in conducive working environments throughout Klang Valley, Penang,
Singapore, Dubai and India. Its research and development, and metal and wood-based manufacturing
divisions to deliver product and service quality of the highest standards to its customer support is the
company’s core business activity of office furniture productions.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
Responsibilities:
 This programme aims at recruiting, training, developing and retaining the best quality graduates
who will be future managers, leaders and successors of our company.
 Candidates will participate in comprehensive training, which spans across a number of functional
areas to gain the necessary work experience and exposure, including sales & marketing,
administrative, customer service, coordination work.
 Department involves : Sales, Marketing, Admin, R&D, Planning, Warehouse, Logistic, QA/QC,
Production etc.
 A combination of training and development techniques will be adopted into optimizing the
trainees’ learning and performance capacity, ranging from on-the job training and coaching, to the
delegation of challenging assignments with lots of opportunities for team work and discussions
Requirements:
 Candidate must possess at least a Degree or Professional Certificate in any field.
 Able to communicate & Write in English and Bahasa Malaysia
 Fresh graduates/Entry level applicants are encouraged to apply
 Malaysian only.
Benefits:
 Professional training aimed at both personal and career advancement
 Competitive bonus & incentives
 Career advancement to management level
 Opportunity to gain an international exposure

Kindly e-mail your updated resume to cg_tan@bristol.com.my

